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Video transcript: Tracking large-scale generation 
certificates 

Hello, and welcome to this instructional guide to tracking the status of your large-scale generation 
certificates (also known as LGCs). In this video, you will be shown how to track the status of your LGCs in the 
REC Registry. You can stop or restart the video at any time. 
 
If you would like to learn how to make a new claim for LGCs, please see our instructional video on LGC claims 
which can be found on the Clean Energy Regulator website. 
 
The steps you will be taken through in this video include the following: 

 navigating to the LGC summary screen 

 LGC eligibility and creation summary, and 

 understanding the LGC summary table. 

Let’s begin. 
 
To start, you will need to log into the REC Registry using your username and password. 

Navigating to the LGC summary screen 

Once you have logged into the REC Registry, you will then need to navigate to the LGC summary screen.  

On the left hand side of your screen, you will see the option ‘Renewable energy systems’. 

Click on the drop down arrow, and click on ‘LGC summary’.  

LGC eligibility and creation summary 

Once you have reached the LGC summary screen you will first need to select the power station and 
generation year that you would like to view. 

To do this, click on the drop down field under ‘power station’, and select the power station you wish to view.  

Next, using the drop down field under ‘generation year’, select the year of generation that you wish to view.  

Once you have selected the power station and generation year, the LGC summary will appear in a table 
underneath these fields. For ease of use, you can download your LGC summary in an excel spreadsheet by 
selecting the ‘download’ button next to the generation year field.  
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Understanding the LGC summary table 

We will now go through the meaning of each field in the summary so that you understand how to track the 
status of LGCs. Please note that the fields in the LGC summary table will automatically update as you make 
LGC claims and as the claims go through the Clean Energy Regulators assessment and validation process.  

Generation month 

The first column in this table shows the generation month for the selected generation year.  

Total LGC eligibility 

The second column shows the total LGC eligibility for that particular generation month. This is based on the 
generation you reported when you made your claim. That is, the Eligible LGCs that result from the TLEG, AUX 
and FSL values reported in the generation month, including any carryover of eligible electricity from the 
previous month and removing any generation below your baseline (if applicable).  In this example, we can 
see the LGC eligibility for each generation month where generation data has been entered. 

LGCs passed and failed 

The next two columns show the LGCs that been passed and failed. These LGCs have been assessed and 
validated by the Clean Energy Regulator. In this example, we can see LGCs have been passed for January to 
March and that there was one LGC failed in February. If there are any errors or issues relating to your 
generation data or LGC eligibility, you will be contacted by an assessor from the Clean Energy Regulator prior 
to any LGCs being validated. If any LGCs need to be failed you will also be notified by the Clean Energy 
Regulator regarding the failure of LGCs. 

Remaining LGC eligibility 

The next column is the remaining LGC eligibility field. This column shows the number of LGCs that you are 
eligible for that have not yet been created. In this example, in the month of June, we can see that the power 
station was eligible for 102 LGCs, but only 100 LGCs have been claimed. The remaining 2 LGCs that are still 
eligible for creation appear in this remaining LGC eligibility column. 

LGCs pending assessment 

The LGCs pending assessment column shows the total number of LGCs waiting to be assessed by the Clean 
Energy Regulator. If your LGCs are showing in this field, it means that an assessor has not yet begun 
assessment on your claim for LGCs for that month. In this example, the power station has 100 LGCs pending 
assessment for the month of June. If your LGC claim is pending assessment, you will still be able to access 
and change the generation data for this month, and create any additional LGCs up to the total LGC eligibility. 
Any additional LGCs will be added to the LGCs already pending assessment. 

LGCs under assessment 

The next column shows LGCs under assessment, which shows the total number of LGCs currently being 
assessed by the Clean Energy Regulator. If your LGCs are showing in this field, it means that an assessor is 
currently assessing your claim. In this example, the power station has 141 LGCs under assessment for the 
month of May. 
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If further information is required an assessor this will be communicated using the notes field in the 
generation data screen for that month. Once your claim is under assessment you will be able to view the 
generation data for this month, but you will not be able to make changes to the generation data. You will be 
able to still create any additional LGCs up to the total LGC eligibility. These additional LGCs will be added to 
the LGCs under assessment, but may briefly appear under pending assessment while the claim is processed 
by the REC Registry.  

LGCs pending validation 

The LGCs pending validation column shows the total number of LGCs recommended by the assessor for 
validation by a delegate at the Clean Energy Regulator. In this example, the power station has 132 LGCs 
pending validation for the month of April.  

If the delegate finds any issues, they can return the LGC claim back for reassessment. This field will then 
change back to zero and you will see the LGCs under pending assessment again. 

If the delegate validates the LGCs, this field will change to zero, and you will see the result in the LGCs 
passed or LGCs failed fields. 

Details 

The final column in this table is the details column. This column contains a hyperlink to the LGC summary 
page for that particular generation month.  

If you click on the ‘view’ hyperlink for any month you will be taken to the LGC summary screen for that 
month. 

This screen will show details of the power station, including power station name, accreditation code, 
accreditation start date, and details of the submission date, user and number of LGCs associated with all LGC 
creations for that month. 

To return to the LGC summary page, click the ‘back’ button at the bottom right hand corner of the screen.  

Thank you for watching this video on how to track your LGCs. 
 
If you would like to learn how to make a claim for LGCs, please watch the video available on the website.  
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